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Wake up!

Unleash the potential of partnerships between companies and NGOs

About NCDO
NCDO is an independent, neutral organization uniquely embedded and positioned in Dutch society. NCDO’s core goal is to strengthen and highlight public support for international cooperation and sustainable development and achievement of the Millennium Goals.

About this publication
NCDO attaches great value to collecting and exchanging knowledge and experience. Aim of this publication is to highlight opportunities and stimulate discussion about the potential of partnerships between corporations and NGOs in the field of sport for development. Main questions are:

• What is the potential of partnerships between businesses and NGOs in the field of sport for development?
• What is the knowledge, attitude and behaviour of those involved?
• What are the lessons learned?
• How can we bridge gaps and unleash the potential?
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I  Vision

Picture a future where businesses do good and where charities do business. Where corporations and foundations cooperate on a global scale to create social value through sport in local communities. Where all parties benefit and win because they learn from each other in the process, strengthen the relations with their stakeholders and gain new contacts and networks.

Strange idea? Utopia? Signs are that this shift is happening as we speak.

The question is therefore not if this shift will happen, because it will, but who will take part. Do you want to join or do you choose to cynically observe as an outsider and miss the global CSR* - train?

When looking for partnerships with businesses, ask yourself the following question: What is more valuable: knowledge & networks or money? The answer is simple and obvious.

Knowledge and experience are priceless. Networks and relations are gold. These are long term assets. These assets stay and develop if you take proper care of them. These assets make you prosper and grow, help you achieve your mission.

Money is just money. It’s the fuel, not the vehicle nor the motor. Once you spent it, its gone.

Partnerships can last forever. If you care. And take care.

So reach out and start partnering!

* Corporate Social Responsibility
This publication is for NGOs who are interested in partnering with the private sector. It is written for NGOs active in the field of sport for development, but many findings and tips might also prove valuable in other development fields.

Furthermore, corporations who are searching for partners to create social value through sport may come across useful ideas or inspiring examples. We would like to attend them as well to the recent publication 'Shared Goals through Sport' (IBLF, 2008) which was written primarily for a business audience.

Main questions
Aim of this publication is to highlight opportunities and stimulate discussion about the potential of partnerships between corporations and NGOs in the field of sport for development. More important, to stimulate action because opportunities might vanish if we do not board this train and get businesses to join the global movement. Main questions are:

- What is the potential of partnerships between businesses and NGOs in the field of sport for development?
- What is the knowledge, attitude and behaviour of those involved?
- What are the lessons learned?
- How can we bridge gaps and unleash the potential?

Method and standpoint
This is not a scientific publication. Twenty practitioners and experts were interviewed and desk-research was conducted (see appendix 1). Insights from social science and development studies were used. But to answer the complex questions posed, long term research is needed.

But as the aim is to spark discussion, a standpoint is taken. Without a standpoint, debate won’t be ignited. The views presented are distilled from the inspiring and confronting interviews, but are not necessarily shared by all.

In the appendix you will find a list of the persons interviewed. Because many of the NGOs have a partnership with Nike (AKWOF, Changemakers, KNVB, Homeless World Cup, Women Win), the experiences and perspectives of Nike are strongly present in this booklet. It does not imply that this is ‘the right perspective’ nor that experiences in the field of sport for development with other corporations are less valuable.

Do you know valuable partnerships with businesses that should be given attention? Please go to www.sportanddev.org and let us know, a section about partnerships will be added in the near future.
**Enormous potential remains largely unused**

Central conclusion is that there is potentially a lot of added value for both parties: relationships which create a space to learn, which inspire, where new contacts and networks are integrated in ones own, ideas roam and a difference is made for the people in the communities at stake.

The research conducted ‘proves’ the following formula:

Good partnerships between NGOs – Businesses = knowledge + experience + capacity +
creative ideas + hands on practical actions with local ownership

= social change

= a better world.

Unfortunately, the enormous potential remains largely unused.

**Culture change needed**

To unleash the potential a culture change is needed in many NGOs. People working in Civil Society have to start looking differently at the corporate world and the role businesses can and will play shaping the future of this planet. They have to move from fear, mistrust and competition to hope, trust and cooperation. From enemy to friend. From opponent to ‘all in the same boat’.

Many corporations need a culture change too before they can truly partner for a good cause. Here misconceptions are also abundant and a different language is spoken.

**Candidates for partnering**

For NGOs who want to partner with the private sector however, there are already plenty of potential candidates. Because innovators have integrated ‘real CSR’ in their strategies and operations. They have made the move from doing good for window dressing to doing good because it really works, if you do it right.

These businesses can be great partners to make a difference and should now be invited to join the movement and make a change. If we don’t, somebody else from ‘a different movement’ will. So break the isolation and invite them to jump in!

For corporations that are looking for opportunities in the field of sport for development, there are many initiatives with the right mind set and shared goals as well. If you work for a company that’s looking for ways to fulfil CSR policy in an effective way, go for it. The report ‘Shared Goals through Sport’, published by the International Business Leaders Forum (2008), highlights the opportunities.

**Get involved**

Are you interested in joining the discussion? Get involved and sent an email to info@sportdevelopment.org, a discussion forum will be launched on www.sportanddev.org about the issues raised. We will invite you to get on board when the debate about this hot topic starts.
A word of thanks

A final word of special thanks to the persons interviewed, a list of which you will find in the appendixes. Quotes are used throughout the booklet. Their open, frank answers and willingness to share their successes as well as failures, enforces respect. Without the initiatives of daring pioneers and risk takers like them, we would still be roaming the prairies in bearskin (discarding the fact that that might have been more fun).
3 Why partner with corporations?

-> It’s not about the money.

-> The private sector is not a cash cow.

-> There is no quick and easy win.

**Misconception I: The private sector is a cash cow**

There is a misconception among many NGOs that the private sector has a lot of ‘easy money’ and that businesses should be obliged to hand this over to civil society for a good cause. This is simply not true.

The majority of the interviewed experts and practitioners stress that money should **not** be the main motive to look for partnerships with businesses, but rather to create an opportunity for both parties to learn, to open up new networks and reach new people, to accomplish projects and activities with shared goals. An alignment of values is a prerequisite. The following quotes of demonstrates this line of thought:

My experience is that the sport for development movement is honestly ambivalent about the involvement of the private sector. My sense is that the fear is that having the private sector in the field, will somehow ‘taint’ the ‘noble’ world of development; that profit cannot be noble. Unfortunately business is viewed as an enormous pile of money, period.

If NGOs keep the lens of a donor-recipient perspective, the private sector will remain absent. It is simply not going to motivate businesses to engage. We have to shift or evolve of the old philanthropic model, of the transactional relationship where nobody really learns.

So how do we do that? Can we challenge ourselves and create a bigger space where the best talent and core competencies of every sector are emerging?

The responsibility is on the collective, you and me and everyone involved now and today because this movement must belong to all of us. I do believe we need to create a bigger, more robust movement and that there is room enough to bring our core competencies in and our unique values in an environment where learning actually is the objective and debates are open, honest and transparent. We must stop talking to ourselves.

-Maria E. Bobenrieth, Nike

There is a misunderstanding in the NGO community that the private sector should do more humanitarian aid. However, the private sector is not a cash cow and envisions itself as a partner, not as a donor. It all goes back to the relationship: if you have a good relationship and an understanding what you want to get out of it, the partnership will work. There has to be a natural fit that is mutually beneficial or it may not work.

-Wayne Lifshitz, CARE

Partnerships are about relationships. NGOs need a sense of understanding that it is not a freebee. Moreover, in this day and age, any company that is looking at partnerships with NGOs for community relations and to be active in CSR but are looking for a quick win, is not the sort of partner that anybody wants to be working with. Quick wins tend not to last very long.
Misconception 2: The private sector has easy money

Another strong misconception is that working with the private sector is easier than working with donors. Less paper work, less stress on accountability. This is also simply not true. Businesses can be extremely demanding and tend to apply the same high quality standards on NGOs output as on their own.

An exception are corporations that invest in charity to buy off guilt. How can you tell? When they have no real interest in your goals and do not want to be involved in achieving them (giving as a one-way affair). Ask yourself though: do you really want to partner with companies that have this attitude? The majority of the consulted practitioners advices: don’t! It can harm your own brand in the end.

Besides leading to improved performance if you partner with businesses with the right intentions and mindset, it does require high involvement and high investment of capacity and manpower for the joint effort. It takes much but you get much in return: it results in strong impact.

If your not up for this, don’t even try.

Another misconception of many NGOs is that working with the private sector is easier than working with donors. This is not true. It may actually be more difficult and you still need to plan and to report.

Wayne Lifshitz, CARE

If you want cash, you are better off going to a foundation, not to a company. If you want a check, develop your skills to develop proposals for funds or hire grant writes, get people that help you with that task - invest in that or go to the bank. If what you want is to build an innovative NGO with a unique value proposition, go to specific companies that can help you innovate because it is their core competency. If you approach a company I suggest you should be after their core competencies.

There are of course exceptions, but they are becoming more and more the exception. Otherwise it can be really frustrating for both sides that NGOs often are looking only for a less attractive replacement cash stream. If so again I suggest focusing on institutional donor agencies who work with different timelines, at a different speed.

I believe Nike offers innovation and the ability to connect to young people to the movement. Early on we experienced significant resistance to our involvement, it felt like many did not want evolution or change. Some were more honest and asked us to sign a check and go away. Others were not so overt, but the message was clear. Nike is all about innovation – it is the DNA and unique value proposition of our brand. Nike was founded by an athlete who was not satisfied with the quality of running shoes available. By our nature we are not an institutional company. And such, Nike can be really demanding. We work on fast decision making cycles and we move fast.

Maria E. Bobenrieth, Nike
Sustainability plan & diversification of funds

If the main motive is ‘lack of funds’ we suggest to follow the recommendations of the Casablanca conference, organized by Nike, Women Win, NCDO, SAD and Mama Cash (www.toolkitsportdevelopment.org/casablanca2007):

- Develop a sustainability plan.
- Diversify your fundraising strategy.

There are organizations that can help you develop a sustainability plan, for instance NESsT offers excellent tools and support to guide you through this process (Non-profit Enterprise and Self-Sustainability Team, www.nesst.org). NESsT is an international nonprofit organization that works to solve critical social problems in emerging market countries by developing and supporting social enterprises that strengthen civil society organizations’ financial sustainability and maximize their social impact.

Financial sustainability is just one part of a bigger puzzle. Where and how money can be found best, should be dependent on mission, vision and strategy. An urgent need for financial resources is an obstacle for strategic actions, it causes ad hoc opportunistic moves that you might regret in the end, so should always be avoided.

Organizations should consider first what their reasons are in approaching the private sector and then align their strategy with the needs of their funder. Corporations and foundations are a complex source to secure funding. In Canada and the US less then 25% of funding to the charitable sector is sourced by corporations and foundations. The actual funding largess is given by individuals. Yet corporations and foundations are inundated with requests for funding and many individuals closest to an organization’s mission and mandate have never been asked to make a difference.

There are other issues to consider when approaching corporations and foundations. Often corporations require your organization to profile their contributions which involves committing scarce marketing resources. For foundations, whose support often does not exceed three years; your organization will need to consider seriously your sustainability before the funding ends. And both are traditionally focused on compelling, innovative projects and less on supporting ongoing core organizational needs like staffing and rent.

Individuals often donate every year for the rest of their lives, if you manage the relation with care and respect. These gifts are not branded. Nor is there a list of requirements you have to fulfill. And they will support your core organizational funding needs. Individual donors are also a strong voice you can mobilize to influence other donors and policy change. But most people feel nervous about asking money from individuals. My advice is: overcome your fear, learn how to tell your story and make your case. Make sure the people in your community know your value.

When partnering with the corporations and foundations do so for strategic reasons as both can assist your mandate significantly beyond funding. For example, Nike is a very strong partner for our organization. They assist us in reaching a broad network of changemakers. They provide our staff with capacity building opportunities in branding and marketing. They open doors to the media, bring in their contractors specialized in design and content and introduce us to their valued partners. We continue to learn a great deal together about each other and our constituencies. The partnership goes well beyond funding and we believe can make a real difference in the sport for social change sector.

-Delyse Sylvester, Ashoka’s Changemakers

If you want to be true and honest to the communities you reach, you have to be financially and organizationally sustainable because it takes time to develop a community. If SCORE is not sustainable and strong, our community projects are at risk because we create expectations and then cannot
meet them if we end up in financial difficulties. A diversified approach is needed for obtaining financial resources and an understanding of the reasons for the approach you choose. In the first few years, the early 1990’s, SCORE approached companies asking for donations or for specific project support, for specific volunteers doing specific things in communities like organising sports leagues or a tournament. The companies wanted a thank you letter and to visit the project and for us to use their logo. At that time in this new field in South Africa it took quite a lot of maintenance for a small amount of money from businesses so we changed the focus.

Over the last ten years we focussed on donor and government funding. Donors were more suitable for funding long term processes. Donors seemed better to understand development processes and the time frames needed to accomplish change. Companies also understand that a partnership needs to be a long a term relationship, but at that time we were just asking for donations not developing program partnerships. Things have changed, largely because of political and economic decisions influencing donor assistance policy and large grants from donors decreased or finished sooner than hoped for or expected. That was the most challenging period of our organization, losing some of our core donor funding on the 10 year anniversary of democracy in South Africa. We decided to diversify our financial resources. We wanted to be more autonomous, less dependent, less vulnerable.

Of course you can increase the donor basket. But SCORE eventually wants to be able to cover all core operational costs from income generated so we are not dependent on the 7%-15% donors allow for. This is not sufficient to develop and maintain high quality organizational capacity. We decided: we’ve got value, why don’t we sell it and use the income to invest in our programs and in our organization? Now we offer training services, event management, we’ve been asked to use sport to facilitate teambuilding exercises, we support NGOs developing their capacities on the field and organizationally. It turned out to be a good decision. It makes us more focussed on our accountability, on what we do and how we do it. Because you have to deliver. You have to be professional. You need good organizational systems.

It works in several ways. The client receives the service as we share our experience and expertise. Our staff and volunteers are improving their skills and experience and are able to deliver better quality to communities. Community sports leaders and volunteers are trained and develop their skills and then we utilise them to co-facilitate and they also earn some income. It is very exciting, it brings the different things we do together. It provides a development path. But SCORE only delivers services that are aligned with our mission. If somebody asks us to do something that is not connected with sport or development, we won’t do it. Be very clear about what you want to achieve. You easily become a prostitute if you only go where the money is. That’s fine if that’s what you want. For us it is very clear that the outcome is impact in the communities we serve, otherwise we would be just another consultancy.

As SCORE we want to be a strong social enterprise instead of a weak, non profit, begging NGO; we want to be a self confident NGO that is selling and producing social value in communities. It is a different way of seeing ourselves. I don’t see it as a turn around but as an evolution. The investment of governments and donors provided us with an incredible toolbox of skills and experience. Now we can use that to develop ourselves as well as communities. You need to be a learning organization. Ask yourself: what are our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats? Then you learn, change and adapt. But key is not to lose sight of your mission and values. It is not easy. You can easily be compromised to go for easy money. It is easy to try to be everything to everybody. But then you lose your identity and soul.

-Stefan A. Howells, SCORE

Our relationship with partners is not about money at all. Corporations are not donors. Most important benefit of the partnership with Nike is not money or apparel for the team, but their input for strategy and marketing. Nike is one of the best marketing companies in the world, specialized in building global brands like no other. We wanted to develop a global sporting event, a global brand. So
there were a lot of communalities. They know how to do that and they transferred those skills to us. It’s a young, innovative company with a go ahead spirit. Nike does everything at the top level. You get infected by this culture. Nike inspired us to go for quality all the time. Ranging from the logo to the organization of the event. We learned about being innovative.

You have to create win-wins to change the world. The partnership means for Nike better staff engagement, input for the design of apparel, a different way of looking at sports. What they don’t do is come in and put their logo on everything, they don’t do that. And they don’t just give out hand outs. The worst thing an NGO can do, is to go to a big company and ask: “do you have any money?” You always need money, we are working with homeless people so always need funds. But I am a social entrepreneur and want the project to be self financing. A partnership is not the same as sponsorship. Companies are not donors. NGOs have to change the way they look at things…identify the areas where interests overlap. Go to a company and say: “we would like to talk about partnerships: if we do xyz you get abc out of it. Money is not even mentioned but companies know that that is needed. How do you feel when I ask you: ‘please give me money?’” The problem is also in the donor community. People are still giving hand outs. So this results in NGOs holding up their hand. Action-reaction reinforces this behavior.

-Mel Young, Homeless World Cup

The more dependent a project is on one financial source, the more vulnerable they will be to shifts in policy, economic marketplace and commercial factors…. So diversify streams that fund a project. The more partners you have, the less influence one donor can have, the less likely one partner can force you to take a certain route. When you get funds from multiple sources, you can say ‘that is not the direction we want to take, we have other stakeholders we have to satisfy’.

-Ned Wills, Laureus Sport for Good Foundation and Edwin Moses, Laureus World Sports Academy

**Potential value of partnering with business**

This booklet is not about the potential of businesses to fund projects or about strategies to use financial sources from the private sector, it is about the power of strong relationships with companies which are highly influential, connect with real people on a global scale, employ the best human resources available and have experience, knowledge and networks which can make a huge difference, which can help you reach your objectives, help you have impact.

Summarizing, the most important reasons to partner are:

- to accomplish shared goals;
- learn in the process;
- gain access to new networks;
- and to reach people you might otherwise not reach.

When I started to develop women’s football in Rwanda, I first got support from NCDO and FASD. The director of FASD came over to help me write an action plan. Through NCDO I got invited to the conference in Casablanca, where I met Nike. So from the start I was supported not only with funds, but also with knowledge and networks from donors.

Nike asked me: what do you think we can do to help you? I answered: ‘to organize a national conference. To make it visible in my country that people support my initiative to launch women’s football in Rwanda. I never had a chance to talk about my initiative widely.’ So this was the first conference ever in the history of Rwanda about women equity in sports for social change. The conference was a big
success. It was the first time Nike was officially in our country. It gave me a lot of respect from influ-
ential people. They appointed me as chair of the commission for women’s football in the national
federation of Rwanda.

First, Nike listened. What do you need? Than they gave us knowledge. They helped us making a
strategic plan: showed which steps to take, ABCD. Tournaments on national level, tournaments on
regional level. Financial report monthly, quarterly. They make it clear how it should be done profes-
sionally. Than they gave money. Knowledge and strategy comes first, money comes second.

Nike judged: How can we facilitate the process? Now we have a Memorandum Of Understanding for
three years. I have a fellowship with Nike, they pay for my time so I can focus on AKWOF. I have a
family and had a full time job so it was difficult before.
This year we confirm the strategic plan. We are up scaling our successful programs to Uganda and
Berundi.

-Felicite Rwemarika, AKWOF

If I would not have Nikes support, I would never have reached this position. A partnership with Nike
means much more than financial support, because they offer their network, stimulate innovation,
‘cut the crap’, just to do it. You are infected with the mentality, the corporate culture, this enthusi-
asm and action oriented spirit.

If I have an idea, I can call Nike and because it’s such an enormous company with so many re-
sources, I get access to a lot of expertise, for instance: how do you market a project? Because Nike is
so big you would expect to be just somebody but I get personal support. I can join meetings with forty
experts on marketing. I can learn so much. I have to think about the question: how can I reach a
large group of people? They have the network. If I want to talk to another corporation, they can con-
nect me with them. The partnership is also about leveraging resources. Because the partnership with
Nike it is easier to build partnerships with other corporations. The partnership with Nike is mutually
beneficial. I offer Nike a lot as well. Through Women Win they can support organizations world wide
that use sport as a strategy to empower women and girls. We bring expertise and our own network
in the women’s movement as well as beyond. At the same time we have to be realistic, Nike is a
business and they need to be profitable and is not on this planet to support girls to play sports. At
the same time our partnership enables us both to realize our goals and objectives. It is a good sym-
bioses because we strengthen each other. You have to have mutual objectives.

What’s the worst thing working with Nike? Nike is a big multinational with huge ambitions and goals
and sometimes you have to guard your own ambitions, avoid getting overwhelmed and stay focused.
But their drive and ambitions are also contagious and push us harder and further. We have to show
the impact of our work but I guess that is normal; it is something we want to be able to show not
just to Nike but to all our stakeholders. Focusing on goals and impact becomes your second nature
working with Nike.

-Astrid Aafjes, Women Win
4 Why partner with NGOs?

This booklet is aimed mainly at NGOs. But in this chapter we briefly look at the reasons for business to partner with organizations in the field of sport for development.

Aspects of interests according to report ‘Shared goals’

The recent report Shared Goals Through Sport, published by the International Business Leaders Forum (IBLF) in 2008 “looks at the business motivation behind, and characteristics of, effective private sector engagement in sport for development, which is defined as using sport to empower individuals, alleviate poverty, and create social change. The purpose of the report is to encourage greater private sector engagement in sport for development partnerships.” It builds on the findings of the IBLF and UK Sport report ‘Shared Goals 2005’ (www.iblf.org/sport). The report identifies the following aspects of sport for development of interest of the private sector:

Universal participation

All people are, in theory, able to participate in sport. They do so on a basis of mutual respect and an adherence to common rules. This makes sport an ideal medium for forming partnerships.

Local community links

Sporting networks reach and engage all areas of local communities, including otherwise socially marginalised groups.

Breaking down barriers

Sporting activities, particularly team sports, provide an opportunity to bring together parts of society in limited contact, e.g. different religious or ethnic groups.

Public health benefits

By encouraging physical activity, sport improves the health of participants - particularly beneficial in the context of growing rates of chronic diseases and poor mental health.

Youth participation

Sport is of particular interest to young people, especially in poor countries where mainstream educational opportunities may be limited.

Leadership and empowerment

Participants in sporting activities often become active and empowered members of society.

Legacy of major sporting events

The Olympics, the football World Cup, and other sporting tournaments can - if a long-term view is taken - have social and economic benefits for years to come.

Benefits highlighted in interviews

Respondents interviewed for this publication highlighted the following benefits of partnering with NGOs:

- Learning new perspectives to look at products, services and target groups.
- Getting to know new target groups and reaching new target groups.

One huge value add we get from our partnerships in Sport for Social Change, is to create market based solutions in very different situations. We are able to see grass roots innovation and be close to the people and to find solutions that fit the people’s needs. It forces us to think in very different ways.

We learned from our partnership with the Homeless Cup to be creative, thinking about sport in a very different way. Like the idea to have seven minutes halves so lots of goals are scored. That’s part of the excitement of it. They are really good at making people want to participate. Not looking at football as eleven a side, thinking in non traditional ways how to reach out. There are many people out there who love sport whom we did not reach yet.

We have broadened our definition of sport through our partnerships; we are re-defining sport with among other things dance, indigenous games, et cetera.

We begin by asking ourselves some basic questions like: ‘why don’t more girls participate in sport? Maybe they do not want to do the sports that are out there? What are barriers that prevent their participation? Why shouldn’t dance be a competitive sport? Who defines what a competitive sport is?’ This movement has really helped us see creative people are everywhere and how inspiring their stories are to all of us.

We have learned about our products. They are premium but they are not suitable for some conditions in developing markets. Our balls last only a few days in a refugee camp because of pretty extreme conditions. So we went to our designers and described the challenge, they visited some refugee camps and designed a durable ball. Our designers also went on a mission to help some girls design and produce culturally appropriate sports apparel. It was a very inspiring experience for our designers and the outcome was really positive for the girls as well.

The next billion customers will look nothing like the first billion. The new generation is defining premium - like caring about the environment and society. It’s not a nice to have but a basic part of the license to grow of all premium brands. We see our CR work as a key component of growth and innovation for the company.

-Maria E. Bobenrieth, Nike

Conclusion: Shared goals through sport

The research conducted by IBLF identified the following shared goals of the private sector and sport NGOs:

- Contributing to peaceful, well-governed and secure societies, and stable operating environments.
- Encouraging healthy, active populations and reducing rates of disease.
- Strengthening local communities.
- Sharing values that underpin economically and socially successful societies.
- Empowering marginalised groups and reducing inequality.

© International Business Leaders Forum 2008, ’Shared Goals Through Sport’
I see great potential in using the knowledge, experience and strategies to built global businesses for social purposes. It is an exiting age. Globalisation with a social agenda opens doors for new development opportunities. Go ahead companies are mainstreaming Corporate Social Responsibility. They are looking for partners to improve neighbourhoods and communities. They need support. We need to join forces. It's the way ahead.

-Mel Young, Homeless World Cup
Definition of CSR and debate

Definition CSR
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) means that businesses consider the interests of society by taking responsibility for the impact of their activities on customers, employees, shareholders, communities and the environment in all aspects of their operations. This obligation is seen to extend beyond the statutory obligation to comply with legislation and sees organizations voluntarily taking further steps to improve the quality of life for employees and their families as well as for the local community and society at large (Wikipedia).

Debate
The following is also sourced from Wikipedia and highlights the debate around the topic. “The practice of CSR is subject to much debate and criticism. Proponents argue that there is a strong business case for CSR, in that corporations benefit in multiple ways by operating with a perspective broader and longer than their own immediate, short-term profits. Critics argue that CSR distracts from the fundamental economic role of businesses, others argue that it is nothing more than superficial window dressing, still others argue that it is an attempt to pre-empt the role of governments as a watchdog over powerful multinational corporations.”

Dying old philanthropic model
Whatever your standpoint in the discussion about the intentions of businesses to integrate CSR in their operations, the weakness of the old philanthropic model have been apparent for decennia. Giving hand outs and implementing ideas developed behind desks in the West and in offices far away from the communities that need help, usually creates more problems than it solves.

Example from the past: Sierra Leone
A centuries old but striking example of philanthropy with good intentions and unexpected effects is the creation of Freetown, Sierra Leone: (Source: www.historyworld.net, Wikipedia)

In 1787 a group of English philanthropists purchased land from a local chief in present-day Sierra Leone for the purpose of founding a ‘Province of Freedom’ for ex-slaves suffering from unemployment and poverty in London. This became Freetown. That same year 391 men and women arrived. Within three years all but 48 settlers had deserted or had died from disease or in fights with local inhabitants. But in 1792 the determined British philanthropists sent a second band of settlers, this time 1200 ex-slaves who had fled from the USA to Nova Scotia. Later they sent 550 from Jamaica. To the chagrin of the philanthropists, some settlers joined in the slave trade. This was only the beginning. They had no clue they had been sowing the seeds for disaster lasting centuries to come.

The name of the NGO responsible for this project was St George's Bay Company, renamed to Sierra Leone Company after the first failure (old style branding ‘avant la lettre’). Both ventures were promoted by the anti-slavery activist, Granville Sharp who published a prospectus for the proposed company in 1790 entitled Free English Territory in AFRICA. The prospectus made
clear its abolitionist* view and stated that several respectable gentlemen had already subscribed had done so "not with a view of any present profit to themselves, but merely, through benevo-
ience and public spirit, to promote a charitable measure, which may hereafter prove of great national importance to the Manufactories, and other Trading Interests of this Kingdom.

* Abolitionism is the name of the movement aiming to end the practice of slavery and the worldwide slave trade.

**No feedback = no learning**

Why doesn’t the old philanthropic model work? The answer is as strikingly straightforward as simple and clear: there is no (incentives nor punishment based upon) feedback from the people who’s lives are at stake. Without feedback there is no learning. In other words: the parties who initiate, develop and implement the plans, have no ‘real relation’ with the ‘people on the ground’, the subjects of the activities undertaken, the target groups to whom the actions are ‘done to’.

Its only human to keep making the mistakes over and over if there is no feedback. The question usually is: ‘Are the donors happy?’ instead of: ‘Are the people in ‘the real world’ happy?’

This is only logical, only natural as many studies have proven. However, there is a time to look in the mirror, face the facts and try & persuade a new course of promising action. If direct feedback is missing, search for it! When negative or positive effects do not boomerang you in the face, be at least sensitive to them.

**Play a win-win game: go for the big pie**

Look at the example of Sierra Leone: who benefited? The ex-slaves? No. The indigenous peo-
ple? No. The philanthropists? No. In the end, everybody lost. They played a triple lose game instead of a win-win one.

So what we should set of to do the coming years, is go for the game where everybody wins. What do you prefer, what do you feel more comfortable with? A big slice of a tiny pie or a small slice of an enormous pie?

**‘Engaged philanthropy/real CSR’ versus ‘Old philanthropy/PR CSR’**

“Venture philanthropy works very much like for-profit venture investing: Investors scrutinize the busi-
ess plans of the non-profit groups they’re considering funding; after they’ve made an organization part of their portfolio, they continue to follow it, helping it to raise further funding. . . . And the inves-
tor realizes a return on investment - but a ‘social return’ rather than a financial one.”

- Wall Street Journal Europe, quoted by NESsT in All in the Same Boat (2005)

**Motivation and involvement**

How is engaged philanthropy different from classical philanthropy? Below is a diagram taken from ‘All in the same boat’, a valuable publication of NESsT (Non-profit Enterprise and Self-Sustainablility Team) about engaged philanthropy, a term that could be used as a synonym for 'real CSR'.

NESsT describes: “It is important to note that engaged philanthropy is intended to com-
plement classical philanthropy, rather than to replace or disparage it. Just as venture capital represents a small part of the capital market for investing in business enterprises, engaged philan-
Philanthropy is one of many approaches to philanthropy, depending upon the personal or strategic goals of the donor. The distinguishing factor of engaged philanthropy is the level of donor involvement -- similar to the distinction between the investment approach of a venture capitalist and that of a traditional bank lender.

According to NESsT, the key characteristics of engaged philanthropy include:

1. **Terms of Engagement**: In addition to the financial support they provide, engaged philanthropists typically cultivate a close relationship with the non-profit organizations they support. Engaged philanthropists get involved as volunteers, providing their intellectual capital, coaching, mentoring, introductions to personal and professional contacts, or sometimes by serving as a board trustee to assist with overall organizational development;

2. **Multi-year support**: Engaged philanthropists tend to provide sustained (and perhaps, substantial) multi-year financial support to a limited number of nonprofits, rather than distributing single, smaller grants to a larger number of organizations;

3. **Tailored financing**: Engaged philanthropists employ an “investment” approach to determine the type of financial support most appropriate for the non-profit’s needs. For example, some en-
Engaged philanthropists structure other financing beyond grants, including low interest loans or quasi-equity financing;

4. **Organizational capacity-building**: Engaged philanthropists often focus on the overall organizational health of nonprofits, rather than funding individual projects or programs. These donors recognize the value of building overall capacity in order to advance non-profit goals more effectively or on a larger scale;

5. **Shared risk**: Engaged philanthropists take a vested role in helping the non-profit organization to achieve their goals, rather than placing the burden of success (and risk of failure) on the non-profit alone;

6. **Measurable performance**: Engaged philanthropists typically seek measurable outcomes and hold nonprofits accountable to agreed upon benchmarks for success. They also expect reports that detail progress and impact on a more regular basis than the traditional reports submitted at the end of a grant cycle;

7. **Exit strategy**: Engaged philanthropists often seek defined strategies for disengaging from the nonprofits they support. The exit strategy may be linked to the achievement of agreed-upon goals, or follow as a consequence of the non-profit failing to meet benchmarks or other performance standards. Alternatively, the donor may determine that he or she no longer “adds value” to the organization, or that the non-profit has outgrown the type of support provided.

‘Real CSR’ will be standard of tomorrow

Even though funds from ‘classical’ philanthropic sources can be an important pillar for NGOs financial sustainability plans, for debates sake the following position is taken: when looking for partnerships with corporations: throw the old philanthropic model in the trash bin and go for ‘Real CSR’.

The Three Phases of CSR

There are signs that ‘engaged philanthropy’ will be the standard for creating social value tomorrow. For instance British Telecom describes three phases of CSR. Janet Blake, head of corporate and social responsibility (CSR) for BT Global Services:

“…the ultimate CSR goal is to become an innovator. This is the top of the evolutionary scale to date (…) here, CSR becomes a creative stimulus and an aid to developing new business, strengthening strategic relationships, and building marketplace diversity. Companies build sustainable solutions and long-term partnerships that make an ongoing and lasting difference to the people they work with, their customers, and their suppliers.”

(….) A responsible approach to business reduces costs, mitigates risks, improves a company's reputation, motivates employees, drives innovation, and generally boosts performance. Such benefits are not achieved overnight. For some, it can take many years of sustained focus to reach the highest levels of CSR. BT’s experience suggests that the journey usually involves three phases of activity:

1. **The protector phase**
2. **The builder phase**
3. **The innovator phase**
© Global Business and Organizational Excellence, Janet Blake, head of corporate and social responsibility for BT Global Services:

**Evolution of approaches: CSR Process of FIFA**

FIFA’s Head of Corporate Social Responsibility, Federico Addiechi, presents the case of football’s world governing body’s CSR strategy since the start, three years ago, of what he calls the organization’s “CSR Process”.

“In 2005, FIFA added a third pillar to its mission (in addition to ‘develop the game’ and ‘touch the world’) with ‘build a better future’. This new mission, which underlies each and every activity that FIFA is involved in (be it competitive, social or commercial) provided us at that time with the mandate of revising FIFA’s CSR strategy and of acknowledging even more our duties towards our people, our game, our society and our planet.”

In 2005, FIFA’s “CSR Process” started in a way unprecedented among international sports federations with the creation of a CSR Department. If CSR was once one of the many tasks of FIFA’s communications, it has now evolved into an independent department directly reporting to the Secretary General, with a clear influence over the strategic decisions of the organization, and with “a fast-growing record of successes”.

Addiechi stresses the importance of the alignment of CSR policy with the core business and the essence of the organization – in the case of FIFA: the game of football.

“FIFA’s strategic approach to CSR shows a clear evolution in the past three years, from classical philanthropy to a more engaged, proactive and socially responsible commitment. The connection between social and human development initiatives and FIFA’s core area of expertise, football, has been reinforced with our new CSR strategy. Football is now a mandatory component in all our programmes, where it is proactively used as an instrument for social development.

FIFA acknowledges that football can be a worthy tool for social and human development and has committed itself to making a major contribution to the achievement of the MDGs as part of its social responsibility. Therefore, we have created – in strategic alliance with streetfootballworld – the Football for Hope Movement, in order to enhance dialogue and collaboration among the football family and local organizations advancing social development around the globe.

The objective of the Football for Hope Movement is to establish a quality seal for sustainable social and human development programmes focusing on football as the central tool in the areas of Health
Promotion, Peace building, Children’s Rights & Education, Anti-Discrimination & Social Integration and the Environment, thus supporting best practice in the field. Today, more than 70 programmes in over 45 countries are being implemented within the Football for Hope Movement.”

The implementation of such a broad range of CSR programmes to help tackle some of the most pressing social issues of our days, as well as the worldwide scope of FIFA require both substantial financial resources and successful partnerships. “In line with the agreement that industrialised countries reached at the International Conference on Financing for Development in Monterrey in 2002 (to contribute 0.7% of their GDP towards development aid) FIFA decided to invest at least that same percentage of its overall revenues into social development through football.”

But partnership is also key. “Our strategic alliance with streetfootballworld has been extremely fruitful since the moment it was sealed in 2005. Both our organizations believe in the power of football to promote global partnerships for development and contribute significantly to an environment of social change on a global scale. The alliance between FIFA and streetfootballworld, which uniquely and successfully links a world sport federation with a large number of community-based NGOs worldwide, is in itself a best practice among partnerships for development. We are convinced that the driving force of our social engagement can be – and must be – football itself and that is why we are committed to Football for Hope and to further developing this movement as FIFA’s concrete testimony of its social responsibility.”

-Federico Addiechi, head of Corporate Social Responsibility, FIFA

streetfootballworld acts as an interface between NGOs that use football as a medium for social development and corporations that want to support local projects and initiatives. Among other criteria for “matching” the NGO and the funding body, we assess the organizational strength of organizations that are members of the streetfootballworld Network. And we select corporations with a real ‘CSR spirit’ in order to achieve sustainable effects – on both sides.

-Vladimir Borkovic, streetfootballworld

**CSR and branding: understanding motives**

Creating social value will become more and more a commercial asset for corporations. Single dimensional brands focussing only on product benefits or trends, are expected to be outrun and conquered by brands that are value driven (mission driven) and actually care about the target groups they reach and the communities they serve. Branding for these businesses is not focused on ‘do target groups know my name and buy my product?’ anymore, but on ‘do target groups want to relate to me?’.

It is easy to think that there is something negative about it: that corporations do not just want to create a relation, but want something out of it. But there is a huge untapped potential in firms to be used by NGOs. These firms need to get involved. NGOs should use their resources to have a positive impact beyond cash donations. For instance: employee involvement, opening up job opportunities for people coming out of project. That’s more valuable than just putting a logo everywhere. Companies need to really understand the projects they are involved in to get a competitive advantage.

In the next ten years we will see an increased sophistication of people swapping from NGOs to businesses and vice versa. Because they have to meet their customers’ expectation. The more that exchange happens the closer these sectors are going to get. Take oil companies. Their approach to communities where they work is crucial at the end of the day to the share price. If they do not have the support of the local community, they will struggle with worker relations and in more extreme
cases with acts of active sabotage to equipment or workforce. This will be considered a risk to production by investors and funders and ultimately to the success the company will have in building new markets and supplies. With resources likely to be coming in the future from less and less politically stable nations, the financiers want to know that the company is able to build positive relationships with the local community. So now community relations have to be at the heart of their business.

-Ned Wills, Laureus Sport for Good Foundation and Edwin Moses, Laureus World Sports Academy

NESsT uses a diagram to illustrate the overlap between mission driven businesses and NGOs. It seems probable that the overlap of the ovals will increase the years to come. In the next chapter we take a closer look at branding, the creation of value and the implications for partnerships.

**Recommendation for companies: develop a ‘Real CSR’ strategy**

If customers expect businesses to do good, doing good becomes business. The list of businesses gone bankrupt because they discarded opinions and feelings of the public in communities is a long one and still growing. Creating an image that does not match real intentions and values is
high risk: in this day and age it’s a only a matter of time before the truth is exposed and the
damage is done. History shows again and again: reputation arrives on foot but leaves on horse.
The recommendation from practitioners and experts is: develop a CSR strategy which fits the
core business and co-create social value as an alternative to top down donating to humanitarian
causes.

**Recommendation for NGOs: select companies with ‘Real CSR’ spirit**

With the eye on stimulating the debate, we could position types of partnerships on the follow-
ing continuum, exaggerating for agenda setting purposes. Advice distilled from the interviews is
to search for ‘Real CSR’ and to avoid partnerships with corporations that only want to buy of
guilt or just want brand exposure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superficial / PR CSR</th>
<th>AVOID!</th>
<th>Real ultimate CSR</th>
<th>JUMP ON BOARD!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Giving hand outs in exchange for ‘old-style branding’ (“anything that moves: get it to wear a company tie; anything that doesn’t move: put a logo on it”).</td>
<td>• Co-creating and participating.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Window dressing.</td>
<td>• Not for but with.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Buying of guilt.</td>
<td>• Leaning and connecting.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Growing together.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Incubating and innovating.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Understanding new style branding is key

Before we look at the gaps to be bridged for successful partnerships, some attention should be given to ‘branding’. Branding was often mentioned in the interviews as a ‘wrong motive’ for corporations to get involved in the field of sport for development (“some companies only want to get involved because of branding, because they want their logo on everything”).

However, NGOs who are partnering with Nike, mention branding as a capacity they highly value and which they have learned through partnering with Nike. Also, they stress that Nike is not only interested in brand exposure, other benefits of partnering are more important. What’s going on? let’s take a closer look at branding.

A brand is a collection of perceptions about a company or product in the mind of the consumer.

Branding often has a negative connotation in the context of partnerships between businesses and NGOs because of history: corporations donating to charities in exchange for brand exposure without any real interest in the good cause nor any involvement in the ‘production’ of the good cause. Brand exposure was aimed only at creating top of mind awareness of the companies name and products. However, nowadays a brand is built mainly through the total experience it offers.

Branding is still an important motive for companies to become involved in the field of sport for development. But aims and strategies of branding are changing, giving the concept new meaning and offering new perspectives. Many companies are trying to relate to customers and prospects in a new and different way. To partner effectively, partners need a common language, they need to understand each other. So this change has to be grasped by NGOs wanting to partner with corporations.

From ‘wrong’ motive to relationship building

Mission driven businesses and corporations who are implementing Real CSR, are not interested in just having their names exposed, they are focussed on long term relationships with target groups. Therefore, they want to interact with target groups (“we want to co-create, incubate and innovate”).

This new course is taken because social scientists, branding and marketing specialists signalled a shift from media influence to social influence. The perception of brands is nowadays dictated more by what people experience and tell than by what they see or read in media. And this trend is expected to grow rapidly.

Businesses are becoming more and more aware that there is an expectation from their consumers that they give something back from their profits to good causes, social development and the environment. There is a rapidly growing specification in these companies of the issues and how they want to position themselves in relation to these issues. Businesses that take a short term approach likely
to be at a competitive disadvantage to those that are able to take a long term view. Modern consumers are better educated about these issues and are likely to reject short term approaches. When businesses become aware that there is an expectation from their consumers, things change. For instance, energy consumers are expecting that suppliers will be operated in an environmental friendly way. That means that investing in this area, becomes part of the core business and will be rejected by consumers if positioned as purely a marketing tool.

-Ned Wills, Laureus Sport for Good Foundation and Edwin Moses, Laureus World Sports Academy

**New brands are value drivers in palms, pockets and bones of customers**

Brian Phipps, founder of brand consulting firm Tenaya Group puts it this way (source: [www.harvardbusiness.org](http://www.harvardbusiness.org))

“As I see it, we're on the verge of an epic transition in brand models: from the conventional media model of brands to a new model of brands as customer enablers. The old model uses media saturation and persuasion techniques to influence customer behaviour. The new model teams with customers to discover and create new realms of mutual value. Very different indeed!

The perspective I use is that brands are now entering phase three of a three part arc: from mark, to media, to means. Brands originated as marks: symbols of provenance and authenticity burnt into casks and hides. In the industrial age they became mostly media artefacts, the classic brands of advertising, owing much of their power to asymmetric information flow. That era is ending. Brands are now (viz. Google) emerging as means, i.e., as direct enablers that allow customers to be more and to do more along creative and proactive dimensions. Brands as enablers are extremely rich in potential customer interactions—assuming that a company has a clear vision of the (whole) customer it intends to create.

The media era of brands was a time of top-down brand models and brand approaches, geared to a definite customer model. They assumed legions of childlike, passive “consumers” willing to be “shaped” by streams of messaging. Hence an age of brands-as-communications: promises, symbols, stories, myths, illusions, make-believe, cartoon characters, etc. In 2008, though, it's doubtful how much longer brands can exist as a media layer. In the digital world, a brand (like Google) delivers immediate results that customers can use. One could argue that it's the media model of brands that's finished, being replaced by an “immediate” brand model closer to a set of personal brand applications. Rather than existing as media tropes in a media layer, these new brands will be social connectors, opportunity creators and value drivers in the palms and pockets and bones of customers. As “enablers,” they thrive in an era of cheap, ubiquitous interactions. And they invoke a proactive customer model that stands to add value back to the brand.”

-Brian Phipps, Tenaya Group, edge economy weblog, [www.harvardbusiness.org](http://www.harvardbusiness.org)

**Strong brands will survive, weak brands will become extinct**

For corporations and for NGOs, a strong brand will be an increasingly important success factor. One could put it this way: Organizations are social organisms. Brands are their personalities. Their power depends on their personality. Great brands will attract a high number of consumers that want to relate with them because of their personality. They will also be able to develop long term relationships with these consumers, target groups and stakeholders, who want to be associated with organizations they know, understand and like.
**Strong brands have to create social value**

It is not ‘just about the product’ anymore, nor ‘just about the image’. Window dressing goes out the window as consumers become better and better informed and at the same time more and more critical. It doesn’t matter whether you’re an NGO or corporation, transparency and feedback are leading to an overlap between identity and image. Who are you? What value do you deliver, what experiences do you give to your target groups?

So the practice of branding now has less to do with promoting an image of what a company would like the brand to be, versus acknowledging that product, service and other experiences manifest as the brand. Because branding is the result of the total experiences associated with product or service.

To solve the problems of poverty, health, education, you need a combination of solutions. This is critical. You need the government involvement. Civil society needs to engage private sector to solve global issues. The combination of the rule of law with private sector engagement has helped development a lot. It is more visible now because of globalisation. The companies can stand out by being a good corporate citizen and have strong corporate responsibility programmes. Our choices of products do strongly depend on how a brand is perceived. How a brand is perceived will depend more and more strongly on its values, on how a corporation contributes to society, looks after its people and the environment.

-Johann Olav Koss, Right to Play

“Brands based on values endure and influence. Branding is in essence applied psychology. Branding is not about logos, it's about the entire feel associated with a company. Brand identity dictates who you are and what you do. What do you stand for? What territory is appropriate? What is expected of you? We serve the needs of our audiences. To serve them, you must know them. Demographically, behaviourally, attitudinally, psycho graphically; we must understand their whole lives.”

-Nike, Workshop Building a Brand, Next Step Namibia, 2007

**Who will be the new customer?**

Innovative brands are impatient to develop and deliver new products and services but have stamina and a long term view regarding target groups, prospects and new audiences.

“Focusing only on existing customers is like driving a car using only the rear-view mirror. Understanding prospects is the key to seeing the road ahead.”

-Fran O’Hagan, Pied Piper Management Company

“Who and where will our next billion customers come from? One thing we know for sure: they will be very different from our current customers. We have to get to know them where they are and on their terms.”

-Maria E. Bobenrieth, Nike

In the end, all people are prospects when you have a long term view. And interaction is the key to built a relationship.

**Highlighting differences between new and old brand models**

To help NGOs understand this seismic shift that potential global business partners are working on, the chart highlighting the differences between new and old brand models is useful. Looking
at the differences it becomes clear that we are talking about a paradigm change. People working 'old brand style' are probably not able to relate to people working 'new brand style'.

"After a robust run of 100 years, traditional brand models have passed the point of maturity. They've peaked, and now they're on the down slope. Across all markets, they're being challenged by upstart brands that march to a different drummer: the customer."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OLD BRANDS</th>
<th>NEW BRANDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top down</td>
<td>Bottom-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target passive “consumers”</td>
<td>Develop active partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command and control</td>
<td>Collaborate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast model</td>
<td>Peer-to-peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Image is everything”</td>
<td>Value is everything</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create a sale</td>
<td>Create a customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regmented</td>
<td>Loosely coupled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate context</td>
<td>Customer context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic databases</td>
<td>Social software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>Lead users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Package the product&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Package the customer&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hire creative agencies</td>
<td>Unleash creative customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortress innovation</td>
<td>Innovation commons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brands as &quot;assets&quot;</td>
<td>Brands as customer capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoctrinate</td>
<td>Educate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture a customer</td>
<td>Liberate a customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyalty to the brand</td>
<td>Loyalty through the brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brands as eye candy</td>
<td>Brands as application programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Lock but don’t touch&quot;</td>
<td>Cultivate brand hacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast a mesmerizing spell</td>
<td>Cast a smarter customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward brand loyalty</td>
<td>Reward brand innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brands that sing and dance</td>
<td>Brands that work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye-popping spectacle</td>
<td>Eye-popping truths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockbuster campaigns</td>
<td>Pilot programs and prototypes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

© Brian Phipps, Tenaya Group, Blog 'Brands Create Customers', reprinted with permission.
http://tenayagroup.com/blog
**Example: Mission and branding of Google**

**Listening instead of talking**
The following quote from an article by Umair Haque on Harvard Business ‘Edge Economy blog’, also illustrates the shift from traditional branding to interaction branding.


*All these players are near the top. But the most powerful brand in the world today is, according to the gold standard of brand valuation, Millward Brown’s Brandz report, Google.*

*Now, that might seem superficially logical. But from a strategic point of view, it’s nothing short of astonishing. Why? Because every other player in the top ten has spent decades – if not literally centuries, as for P&G and Coke – investing billions in advertising to build a brand.*

*But where these players invest on the order of 5-10% of revenues on advertising, Google’s advertising expenditure is almost exactly zero.*

*Stop and think about that for a second: the top brand in the world belongs to a player that….uhhh…doesn’t advertise.*

*What’s really going on here? It’s an example of what we discussed last week: how, in the edgeconomy – an economy characterized by cheap, ubiquitous interaction – the nature of advantage is shifting.*

*Brands are perhaps the most intuitive example of cheap interaction’s atomizing hand. Yesterday, they were a potent source of advantage. Today, the game has changed: investing in traditional branding is yielding fast diminishing returns, and leading more and more players directly into value destruction. That’s why it’s not just revolutionaries like Google, but also mass-market giants like Nike and P&G, who are rethinking orthodox branding.*

**How is cheap interaction driving the strategy of branding into decay?**

*Let’s rewind. What is a brand? It’s a promise: information from a firm promising you a set of costs and benefits from the consumption of a good or service. Brands shape your expected value.*

*Now, for the economics of an industrial era, branding made sense. Interaction was expensive – so information about the expected benefits of consumption had to be squeezed into slogans, characters, and logos, which were then compressed into thirty-second TV ads and radio spots. The complex promise of a Corvette, for example, was compressed into shots of cute girls, open roads, and lots of sunshine.*

*But cheap interaction turns the tables. The cheaper interaction gets, the more connected consumers can talk to each other – and the less time they have to spend listening to the often empty promises of firms.*

*In fact, when interaction is cheap, the very economic rationale for orthodox brands actually begins to implode: information about expected costs and benefits doesn’t have to be compressed into logos,*
slogans, ad-spots or column-inches – instead, consumers can debate and discuss expected costs and benefits in incredibly rich detail.

And they do – with a fervour that portends revolution (...) the small tip of a very large iceberg: the massive defection to hundreds of thousands of social networks and micro communities, where connected consumers endlessly discuss, debate, and validate brands and their promises.

Umair Haque, Harvard Business Weblog Edge Economy, reprinted with permission. Read the whole article and reactions on http://discussionleader.harvardbusiness.org/haque/

**Corporate mission and philosophy of Google**

Lets look at the corporate mission and philosophy of Google. “Google’s mission is to organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful.” That doesn’t sound very commercial, does it?

Their corporate philosophy contains ten points, the first being:

**“Focus on the user and all else will follow.** From its inception, Google has focused on providing the best user experience possible. While many companies claim to put their customers first, few are able to resist the temptation to make small sacrifices to increase shareholder value. Google has steadfastly refused to make any change that does not offer a benefit to the users (...) By always placing the interests of the user first, Google has built the most loyal audience on the web. And that growth has come not through TV ad campaigns, but through word of mouth from one satisfied user to another.”

Source: www.google.com

Are we talking about a business here or an NGO? Remarkable is the aim to create brand loyalty: a key success factor in the corporate world -without using any ‘conventional branding’

**Value of brands, the changing perspective of branding**

Nigel Hollis, Chief Global Analyst of Millward Brown, a renown research company specialised in brand consulting, points out that “Voltage of a brand is a key success factor: its ability to convert customer awareness into bonding and loyalty”. Nigel Hollis writes in ‘Point of View Brand Value’:

“A trusted brand is a treasured asset, prized by its owners and envied by competitors. Companies are bought and sold for vast sums of money, above and beyond the value of factories, patents and processes, on the strength of their brands. But when one company pays a premium to acquire a stable of brands from another, what are they really paying for? Brands are valuable to companies because they are valuable to consumers. People will pay more for a branded product than a generic one, and more for a favored brand than the alternatives. It seems obvious, then, that a brand that has forged a strong and enduring relationship with consumers should provide a financial advantage to a company. (...) We use two key measures, Presence and Voltage to summarize the strength of a brand’s relationship with consumers:

- **Presence** is a measure of how many people know about a brand and understand what it has to offer. A brand with a high level of Presence will enter a buyer’s consideration set more easily than a brand with low Presence.
- **Voltage** is a relative measure of how efficiently a brand converts people from Presence to higher levels of attitudinal loyalty. Because higher levels of loyalty are associated with in-
creased probability of purchase, a brand with a high Voltage score is positioned well to grow its share of sales in the category.

Brands were plotted according to their values on Presence and Voltage to create a map of brand equity, in which the four quadrants are used to define four groups of brands. Figure 1 shows the average scores by quadrant on three key metrics.

### Figure 1: Brand Equity Map

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quadrant</th>
<th>Presence</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Right</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Right</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Left</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Left</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Upper Right**: Brands in this quadrant dominate their product categories, with high market shares, good growth prospects, and low volatility. Brands such as Coke, Nike, and McDonald’s are included in this group. By contrast, brands in the lower right-hand quadrant, which have strong Presence but weaker Voltage, tend to lose share year-on-year. The size of their market shares helps to reduce their volatility, but these brands are less likely to grow and are actually much more likely to lose share than their stronger counterparts. Brands in this quadrant are often described as being past their prime, and include familiar names like Chevrolet and Aquafresh. The brands in the upper left-hand quadrant tend to be more volatile than the brands on the right-hand side of the map. Many do gain share, but a fair number decline. The brands in this region, which include the likes of ING, Costco, and Quiznos, run the risk that as they struggle to grow their footprint, they may move away from the branding formula that made them successful. These brands are also vulnerable to competitive actions, such as aggressive pricing and the introduction of “me-too” product offerings. The brands in the lower left-hand quadrant, which have both low Presence and low Voltage, face a high failure rate. Among this group, a high percentage of brands lose more than 5 percent of their share year-on-year, with an average loss overall of 4 percent.

Overall, our findings confirm that strong brands are built on the bedrock of sound business practice and a great brand experience. When solid fundamentals are accompanied by a clear, compelling brand proposition and a strong sense of momentum, a brand is likely to increase both sales and shareholder value.

Author Nigel Hollis (c), Millward Brown, reprinted with permission. [www.mb-blog.com](http://www.mb-blog.com)

**Search for value driven brands**

Looking at the difference between old and new style branding: What’s your style? What style would benefit the people you are trying to reach? The answer is probably clear. Go for new
style branding for your own organization. And search for corporations that want to enable their
target groups, that want to create social value. Get these changes implemented in the DNA of
your organization. Preferably select companies to partner that have made the transition. Com-
munities benefit most from this approach.
Healthy relationship is a prerequisite

Persistent and powerful conclusion of the interviews and desk-research:

A prerequisite for successful partnerships between businesses and NGOs is an healthy relationship.

At a recent conference, Stefan Howells (SCORE) used the metaphor of love and marriage to point out essential elements of an healthy relationship, among which trust and mutual respect are most important. He used the handy advice relationship doctor Lucy Atcheson gives in her book ‘The guide for perfect relationships’.

Lack of trust and respect is barrier

The metaphor is useful because it helps to identify and understand current barriers for effective partnerships between NGO’s and corporations: lack of trust and mutual respect.

Elements of an healthy relationship

The Relationship Doctor says…

• You and your partner need to make a commitment to focus on relationship building!
• Acknowledge the problems and challenges – don’t be afraid to be honest.
• Ability to communicate effectively most important element.
• Start by listening…

The essential foundation for a happy relationship is trust. Partners should discover and confront core fears & issues:

• Insecurity.
• Feeling not prioritised.
• Feeling replaceable.
• Not trusting or feeling mistrusted.
• Feeling undervalued.
• Feeling disrespected.
• … Take equal responsibility for solutions.

Another prerequisite for an healthy relationship is mutual respect. See your partner for who they really are:

• Remember why you’re in the relationship in the first place (not everything about your partner is perfect, but there’s a reason you’re with them…).
• Respect your partner and make them feel respected.
• Understand who you are and develop real self awareness (confront your own stereotypes & expectations).

Like in a marriage, and anybody who is married knows, both the blessing and the challenge is that you have to live with your partner’s virtues & vices and they with yours. And you must be willing to accept that. We are all made of lights and shadows, no one sector has a monopoly on either virtue or vice.

Fundamentally we have to talk deeply and transparently about the issues that scare the NGOs in the movement. What is it that worries people? We often get the question: ‘what is your real agenda?’. There is lack of trust on our intentions. I sense there continues to be ambivalence about engaging and involving the private sector. That’s understandable. We have our own goals, things that drive us – including shareholder value and delivering growth. We are also concerned as well about where the lines are. Often beyond cultural difference between the sectors there is a language barrier—we speak the language of business. But, I personally believe very strongly that there is room enough in this movement for everybody to contribute, especially if we recognize, respect and reward our own and each others core competencies.

Nike is committed to contributing to the evolution of the movement by bringing what we do best, which is innovating. This has to be deeply rooted and revolutionising the ways we think about sport, the ways to make sport cool and the way to empower young people to use sport to improve their lives and their communities. We want to partner with organizations who are interested in exchanging ideas with us and in learning from our knowledge of branding and marketing and who will trade for that unique value propositions that help us grow our business. This has to be more important than holding us hostage to the mistakes we have made in the past and that we may in fact make in the future. Partners need to trust each others intent. I believe a fundamental paradigm change is needed.

Anybody who partners with us can tell you: we can be extremely demanding, even unreasonable, we are quick, we are challenging, we are sometimes arrogant, a three hundred pound gorilla in the room, sometimes just a flat out ‘ pain in the arse’ but yet in the end, as a social entrepreneur and innovator you must believe that the positive outweighs the negative. And I believe that is what marriage and partnership is fundamentally about.

-Maria E. Bobenrieth, Nike

Misconceptions and prejudice

Interviewed experts and practitioners point out that both sides do not really trust the other party yet. There are misconceptions about central beliefs and motives. These must be removed to unleash the potential for partnering in the field of sport for development.

Only for PR reasons, branding and selling products

There is a misconception among many NGOs that the private sector has a lot of ‘easy money’ and that businesses should be obliged to hand this over to civil society for a good cause.

Moreover, companies that enter the field of sport for development, are confronted with mistrust of their objectives. Many people working for NGOs doubt their attention: they suspect the companies to be just after window dressing, marketing value and getting access to new customers to sell their product to. They also have a point. It has happened in the past that good causes were ‘misused’ by corporations and that projects were mainly seen as a means of brand exposure. But times are changing and branding new style can be added value for all parties.

A corporate partnership is not always perceived positively. People are sometimes prejudiced, they think it is bad to have a corporate partner because of different values and objectives. However, I think we can only bring social change if we build cross sectoral partnerships. Nike is a partner that is
constantly guarded by different watch organizations; for us that is key because it guarantees transparency.
-Astrid Aafjes, Women Win

**Bureaucracy and silly projects**

Many companies regard NGOs with scepticism as well. It works both ways. A recent observation in a hotel lobby in Zurich -where the sport for development conferences Magglingen and Next Step 2008 were being prepared- demonstrates a persistent misconception of many people working in the private sector: money is wasted on bureaucracy and silly projects with no impact.

Two business man are looking at a sign which says: ‘Sport for development, Meeting room, 12-14 March 2008’. Their reaction: “Sport for development, that’s a smart way to get money from the people and from businesses….sounds wonderful…but what a waste of money! Sport for development……ha, ha, ha, ha! Just another example of money thrown away for bureaucracy and silly projects….Smart move but worthless!”

When only three words, -or actually only one: 'development'- provoke a reaction like this, prejudice is apparent. For many people, including business people, the term ‘development’ is tainted by failed efforts in the past. They have a point. Many efforts failed to reach sustainable effects. For examples of plans gone wrong, read the recent book by Bill Easterly, ex-World Bank economist and present-day New York University Professor. The title speaks for itself. ‘The white mans burden, why the West’s efforts to aid the rest have done so much ill and so little good.’ [http://www.nyu.edu/fas/institute/dri/Easterly/](http://www.nyu.edu/fas/institute/dri/Easterly/)

**Stop blaming and start loving**

So how can we move on? NGOs have to stop holding companies hostage for the mistakes they made in the past. More important: stop expecting companies to be able to be perfect. Its also the other way around. Corporations that want to join the movement, and have 'real CSR' intentions, should not rigorously hold on to principles like: 'only 7% of the funding can be used for overhead or capacity building’. Insisting on the application of rigorous general principles without knowing the specific situation, is usually caused by mistrust. This mistrust is based on the misconception that NGOs waste money. Which they sometimes did, in the past. But it is not necessarily a part of their identity.

**Mistakes are good**

Mistakes will be made, both by corporations and NGOs, till the end of days. Hopefully. With no mistakes (=feedback), no learning takes place. If you want to adapt to change, you have to innovate. To be able to innovate, you have to learn. Success and failure are just two sides of the same coin –called feedback- without which learning simply is not possible.

**No quick fix: Paradigm shift and culture change**

Important message of the majority of respondents: a culture change is needed to remove misconceptions and mistrust. This implies that there is no quick fix for the gap between the business world and the ‘universe of doing good’, even though there are signs that this gap is currently being bridged by ‘natural processes’. Because customers expect companies to do good, doing good becomes business. Highly qualified professionals working for NGOs are hired by top corporations to learn them the tricks of the trade. And vice versa, because customers ex-
pect NGOs to be strong brands with strong services, strong marketing and strong communication, NGOs are hiring top qualified professionals from the private sector. We are all in the same boat, after all.

Is it really that difficult to change an organizational culture? Yes it is! To change fundamental ways of looking at reality, hard work is needed. Only shared positive experiences will lead to the change needed for effective and ‘real partnerships’. If you haven’t already changed, faced by the tremendous potential of partnerships between corporations and NGOs: we challenge everyone involved to board this train and start changing!

**Learning the Status Quo: the deep roots of organizational culture**

To illustrate how norms and values become ingrained in an invisible pattern in an organization, by positive and negative experiences (feedback!) the ‘Monkey-banana-water-experiment’ is often used:

*Start with a cage containing five monkeys.*

*In the cage, hang a banana on a string and put stairs under it. Before long, a monkey will go to the stairs and start to climb towards the banana. As soon as he touches the stairs, spray all of the monkeys with cold water.*

*After a while, another monkey will make an attempt with the same response - all of the monkeys are sprayed with cold water. Keep this up for several days.*

*Turn off the cold water. If, later, another monkey tries to climb the stairs, the other monkeys will try to prevent it even though no water sprays them. Now, remove one monkey from the cage and replace it with a new one.*

*The new monkey sees the banana and wants to climb the stairs. To his horror, all of the other monkeys attack him. After another attempt and attack, he knows that if he tries to climb the stairs, he will be assaulted.*

*Next, remove another of the original five monkeys and replace it with a new one. The newcomer goes to the stairs and is attacked. The previous newcomer takes part in the punishment with enthusiasm.*

*Replace the third original monkey with a new one. The new one makes it to the stairs and is attacked as well. Two of the four monkeys that beat him have no idea why they were not permitted to climb the stairs, or why they are participating in the beating of the newest monkey.*

*After replacing the fourth and fifth original monkeys, all the monkeys which have been sprayed with cold water have been replaced. Nevertheless, no monkey ever again approaches the stairs.*

*Why not?*

"Because that’s the way it’s always been done around here."
Step I: Decide: do you really want to partner with business?

Double check your motives
Before you set of investing an huge amount of energy the search for a corporate partner – because that becomes clear from the interviews: you have to invest a lot of manpower and creative energy!- ask yourself:

Why do you want to partner with business?
If the main motive is money, the recommendation is to develop a sustainability plan and fund-raising strategy before approaching businesses. There is a high chance that there are better and easier ways to get funds.

Check for cultural barriers
If the reason is that a business partner could help you accomplish your objectives, because you could learn from them, because of their experience, capacities, access to networks and understanding of target groups, -if that’s the case, ask yourself:

Do you trust corporations? Or do you hold them hostage to all the mistakes made in the past? Do you respect the corporate world? Are you willing to really listen to businesses, what they want and what they need? Or are you only interesting in your own objective? Do you believe that there are good and bad corporations, or mainly bad ones with a few exceptions? Are you willing to be transparent, to be open and honest? Or are you just after some easy cash? (If you’re working for the private sector, read the same lines but replace ‘corporations’ with ‘NGOs’ and ‘easy cash’ with ‘window dressing’)

If you feel that there are barriers for a positive perception of the corporate world (or vice versa for Civil Society), realise that a culture change is probably needed in your organization before you partner with companies (or with NGOs).

If you’re the leader, ask employees how they feel about partnering with ‘the other sector’. Be sure they are open to you, if its part of the culture to ‘be against corporations’, they will feel restrained to answer openly. If you’re not the leader, ask the decision makers how they feel about it. But be aware: if partnering with business is not congruent with core beliefs of the organization you work for, you might be pulled of the ladder (see the Monkey-banana-water-experiment in the previous chapter).

Partnership can spark and support culture change
A partnership with a corporation can actually spark culture change leading to a constructive attitude towards corporations instead of a cynical and defensive one. But you have to realise that there will be resistance in your organization for partnering with ‘the other side’ and that structural attention has to be given to overcome this resistance.
Culture change can be facilitated by change agents. There are also many consultancies special-
ised in culture change that will be happy to support your journey. Maybe one of them can even
guide you through the process as a first step of a partnership, of course in exchange of ‘some-
thing’ (=learning together, accomplishing shared values). Just look at the long list of in-kind
supporters of NESsT  www.nesst.org to see how mutual benefit can lead to a wide range of
partnerships.

Know thyself

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets

Actually the question ‘do I want to partner with business?’ can lead to an internal journey
searching for your own identity. who am I? Just as in love relationships, one must know oneself
and be at peace with oneself before embarking on a partnership.

Commonwealth Games Canada describes as first step on their partnership filter: “Identify and
state your own organizational culture. Your ‘vision, objectives, long term goals, core values, and
operating principles’.”

If your vision and mission have not yet been articulated, an internal process is needed with
overall involvement. This is not a process accomplished overnight, this is not an individual jour-
ney but a collective one. It is better to take time and energy to answer these complex ques-
tions; they are about the core ideology of your organization.

Companies are not just going to give funds. First you have to show what you have done and what you
are after. What is your vision and mission? And with that vision and mission: what did you accom-
plish? What did you try to do? And what obstacles did you meet? What do you see in the future, what
is your plan?
-Feliciite Rwemarika, AKWOF

What’s your Core Ideology?

Ask yourself: do you know your core ideology? Ask your colleagues to write it in ten sentences
on a sheet of paper and compare. If there are structural differences, the time might be right for
an internal project aimed at clarifying the vision and mission of the organization.

Building your organization’s vision

Organizations that enjoy enduring success have core values and a core purpose that remain fixed
while their strategies and practices endlessly adapt to a changing world. Core ideology defines the
enduring character of an organization – a consistent identity that transcends product or market life
cycles, technological breakthroughs, management fads, and individual leaders. In fact, the most last-
ing and significant contribution of those who build visionary companies is the core ideology. Core
ideology provides the glue that holds an organization together through time. (Building your com-
pany’s vision. Harvard Business Review, James C. Collins and Jerry I. Porras, September-
October 1996)
Step 2: Identify & select potential business partners

If the outcome of step 1 is positive -‘yes, I want to partner with business to reach shared goals, and learn in the process’- , the second step is to identify & select potential business partners.

Sounds simple, but how can you do that best? Organizations with a long record of successful partnerships, have developed tools and review criteria that guide this process. Important elements are:

- The core values and culture of a potential partner should not conflict with your core values and culture. An obvious example: sport organizations should not partner with alcohol or tobacco manufacturers.
- There should be shared goals to be accomplished. For instance, if you want to reach young adolescent girls, a partnership with a company that focuses on this target group could lead to reciprocal benefits.

You have to find out in advance what the mutual benefit can be. If you approach an organization like Nike, and want to position yourself as a serious partner, it must be clear how it can meet their objectives. Search for companies with similar values.

-Astrid Aafjes, Women Win

IBLF offers a range of tools that can help you take the necessary steps, for instance a partner assessment form. Furthermore, Commonwealth Games Canada uses the Partnership Filter and Application Tool to evaluate the potential for partnership as well as raise issues for consideration when engaging in discussion with partners:

- The Partnership Filter is a visual illustration, providing an overview of your organization with the key criteria to evaluate potential partnerships.
- The Application Tool provides a template to use while evaluating the partnership and to score the partnership according to the criteria outlined by the filter.

The Partnership Filter and Application Tool and the Partnering Toolbook are offered on www.toolkitsportdevelopment.org>>tools & tips >> partnerships

Preparation is key

After you identified potential partners, there are a many questions to be answered. Commonwealth Games Canada states that organization management and program staff should rate the partnership individually in order to examine the partnership as critically as possible. The individual ratings can then be compiled and discussed to summarize the overall view of the partnership. The process is not lengthy, but should be taken seriously with due diligence. An organization must complete the following groundwork in order to use the Partnership Filter and Application Tool, to properly assess the alignment of a potential partnership with its organizational mission, vision, values, and operating principles:

- What are the potential partner organization’s vision, objectives, goals, core values, and operating principles?
- What are the roles and expectations of all partners in the proposed partnership? In order to critically analyse the partnership, the goals of the partnership and the steps that need to be taken to achieve these goals must be understood.
• Critically analyse the potential partner - research the organizational culture of the potential partner and their role in the area in which they wish to partner. Understanding the organization of the potential partner, its goals and objectives, and priorities for the programming are vital to effectively screening the partnership with the filter tool.

Source: Partnership Filter, Commonwealth Games Canada

Very few organizations have asked us for our expertise first. Mel Young, President of the Homeless World Cup is a good example. He came to Nike, I asked 'what do you want from us?' And Mel said: 'I want to built a great global sporting event. Teach me how to do that.' We now have been in a partnership for four years and he has outgrown us. He did not ask for equipment or money. Great! I know than that we are talking the same language – he is brilliant. Of course we support them with money and equipment, but that is not what the partnership is about. We have a higher shared goal. You have to understand that when you are asking support from companies, you have to ask for their core competencies.
-Maria E. Bobenrieth, Nike

CARE has a long tradition of partnering with businesses. Example are: HP, Microsoft, Starbucks, Johnson & Johnson, Merck, IBM, Coca Cola, et cetera. CARE is fortunate to have a very good reputation for partnering with corporations, which is partly based on an excellent project implementation, a rigorous due diligence process and definitely based on CARE’s ability to identify mutually beneficial goals with private sector partners.

Why do they want to partner with us? It has to match the mission and vision of CARE. Clarity from day one is very important. You have to know where you are both coming from. On top of that there has to be an identified mutual benefit. Difference with partnering with government or donor they may have a philosophy why they want to work with you. With corporations it always has to tie back to there core business. Most important key point: if you do not have a mutual understanding about the benefits and reasons to partner from both sides, you are always going to be butting heads.
-Wayne Lifshitz, CARE

Step 3: Flirting phase: be prepared

Desk-research will give you many insights needed for the assessment. However, personal contact is also needed for the next step. You need to feel whether there is an alignment of values, a click between the companies’ ‘spirit’ and your organizations’ ‘atmosphere’; this is not only about numbers but also about emotions, about gut feeling. You need both: a personal click, and ‘objective shared goals’.

It is essential that you are prepared when this time has come, because genuine interest is another important prerequisite for an healthy relation, an effective partnership.

If you go to the first meeting with a potential partner only to tell what you want, what your objectives and plans are and ask for a check while you haven’t got any real interest nor understanding of the company, the department and the official you are engaged with, things won’t work out for sure.

Do you think this doesn’t happen? It happens all the time according to the experts and practitioners interviewed.

Their recommendation: don’t do it. CSR-managers will feel not prioritised, undervalued and disrespected if you don’t show you are interested in what they believe, think and need.
don’t want to work with people who are only interested in their own missions. What kind of relationship will evolve from that kind of attitude? Would you go for that?

So be prepared. Do your homework. Do you want to flirt effectively? Show you care. Listen. Show who you are. Tell. Demonstrate your strong points without boasting. Be eager but not desperate. Look for synergy. The parallels with the dating & relationship game really go a long way.

Every company is different. They have different objectives and different approaches. Before you approach a company, it is really important to do your research. In a former job people came to me looking for funds who had clearly not even bothered to look at our website. My colleagues and I would wonder: ‘if they are not even interested in us, is it a first indication of their approach… do we want to work with them? Apparently they only have their own objectives in mind.’ You have to feel that they know you before they approach you. Instead of saying, here is my project, only with their own mission in mind.

-Ned Wills, Laureus Sport for Good Foundation

You have to sell yourself. Make a strong proposal. Show what you believe in, what you’ve been doing, what you’ve achieved.

-Elena Phiri, Kalusha Foundation

The liking of two individuals is not enough basis for a partnership. There has to be a natural fit. Do we make sense together? The metaphor of dating and a relationship is valuable: first you flirt and date to get an answer to the question: do we make sense together? It does not have to be 100% but say a 70% match of what you stand for and what you want.

-Wayne Lifshitz, CARE

I often get the impression by the way we are approached by NGOs that ‘they don’t want to date us, but want us instead to pay for the dinner bill.’

You have to go to a company with your value proposition: ‘this is what you bring’. We have to deliver on ROI (return on investment square): it must benefit our company, our stakeholders and deliver value for society. It is a virtual circle. If you approach a company you must know how your value proposition fits theirs. Partnering is not a one way affair.

-Maria E. Bobenrieth, Nike

Impress them. Tell your story and work on your pitch. You have to beat others. Convince them that your work helps them reach their objectives.

-Kieran Hayward, Commonwealth Games Canada

Natural fit or butting heads

When there are no shared values and goals, don’t force the relationship. “If there is no natural fit, you are only going to be butting heads” (Wayne Lifshitz, CARE). Just like with love, their has to be a match; not for 100% -that might actually be contra productive- but ‘enough’ shared interests and shared goals to accomplish specific areas. A relationship is about giving and taking, so you have to be willing to do just that with the partner you select. It is all about interaction.

The KNVB Academy is the Educational Department of the Royal Netherlands Football Association. We have to focus on our core competencies and mission: the development of football. We started a new partnership with Nike and Women Win to develop women’s football in four African countries. In our partnership with MYSA we have got a lot of experience with developing football for women. Re-
Recently the first female referee trained by the Academy got her degree. We can use this expertise and upscale it. When you look at our partners, there is a natural fit.

-Johan van Geijn, KNVB Academy

**Beware of mission drift**

Based on the same perspective, the majority of the interviewed warn for a ‘mission drift’: don’t start a partnership when you have to alter your programs in an essential way, in a way that takes you away from your own mission.

Again the love relationship metaphor clarifies this principle. Is starting a family very important for you? Don’t initiate a relationship with somebody who hates children. Are you a health freak and is being outdoors a very important aspect of your live? Don’t date a rock star who lives at night, sleeps during daytime and prefers to spent leisure time in smoky & noisy bars. Chances for success are small.

**Most important lessons learned from partnering with business: always think long term about relationships. There has to be an alignment of the values and missions of partners.**

**Lack of clarity about expectations will often lead to failure, so create and articulate expectations on both sides. Be honest about what you can deliver. On both sides the biggest risk for failure is not clearly articulated expectations. Often the expectations are too high.**

**Be cautious for a mission drift. To match expectations, you need to ‘deliver something back’, to create win win, but stick to your core mission and values, keep your own identity.**

Another important lesson learned is that local engagement and local investment is critical for an organization to be embedded in communities. Therefore we aim to increase locally generated resources to 20%-30%.

-Johann Olav Koss, Right to Play

**Step 4: Dating phase: start small, start open, start sincere**

After a period of flirting, the time comes to start dating. Imagine you have met somebody you like and you have been flirting with him/her for some time. Which of the following questions would you feel most comfortable asking:

- Would you like to go for a drink with me?
- I would like to take you out for dinner, do you have time this weekend?
- Are you interested in sleeping with me? I will, if you write me a check.
- I am about to leave for a trip around the world. Will you join me this Monday?
- I am about to move. Do you want to buy a house together so we can cohabite?


**Never give up**

Tip from the field: looking for a partner requires stamina. With ‘never give up’ we don’t mean you should push an unwilling potential partner, but you should keep searching for a willing one. This might be a long and arduous journey. You might be turned down many times before you hit gold.
Remember: a good partner can last a lifetime. And remember: there is a whole world out there with thousands and thousands of potential partners. So failure is not a problem: just shake it off, smile and move on to the next!

The lessons we learned is that it takes time for a relationship to evolve. It takes a lot of time to know values, the way they work... it is not about a contract where you specify everything, its about mutual trust. Make sure you understand them.
Start small but stick to your values, it has to be consistent with your identity. Do not change or alter your programs in a fundamental way. It is OK to tailor your message to a corporate partner, but be aware of deals like: we will support you if you stick so many signs with our logo on your events. You might regret this if your organizational identity is not very visible during your events. Beware of companies that only want to push their brand (hijacking for branding).
Don’t be afraid of failure. Even if you succeed one out of thousand tries, it is OK: if it works out, it can be a lifetime relationship.
-Kieran Hayward, Commonwealth Games Canada

‘No! I do not want to be involved in your programme!!’ Finding a supporting partner can be a lonely and difficult struggle. I developed red raw knuckles from knocking on doors through the years. But when you have stamina, endurance and above all believe passionately in your programme you will be rewarded. Never, ever give up.
-Trevor Dudley, Kampala Kids League, The Kids League Uganda

**Step 5: Acquaintances, friendship or marriage?**

From this point, the partnership will evolve. Tip from the field: do not try to get all the nitty gritty details on paper in partnership agreements. If there is mutual trust, agreed upon shared goals, general principles of co-operating and joint plans for programmes & projects should offer sufficient fundament for an healthy relationship.

Again, the metaphor of a love relationship makes this point obvious. How would you feel if your partner would say to you:

’I have looked in our contract, but according to article 17g you are obliged to do this and this in such and such situation. Did you forget about this article or is there a problem?’

Not a very stimulating environment for creative problem solving and hands on action, is it? If this is the general communication pattern –correcting, blaming and defending- you might actually wonder if there is a natural fit. Maybe its better to just stay acquainted in stead of going for a long term friendship or a marriage. Again: do not force partnerships. It simply doesn’t work., for neither partner.

**Step 6: Close the loop: feedback and evaluation**

We stated before: learning requires feedback. So evaluate periodically your partnership: what are the strengths and weaknesses? What went well? What could have been improved? Have both parties met expectations? If not, what are barriers? Can we remove them? What are drivers? Can we stimulate them? Create a feedback loop.

Just as in marriage one third of the couples decides to divorce, sometimes you have to move on. The world is forever changing and we adapt. You need to, if you want to be successful. This implies you might evolve in separate directions. Were once goals were shared, at some point in
time you might not have anything in common anymore. If that's the case, it's probably time to break up.

**Keep in touch and take care**

*Maintenance of the relationship is very important. Keep in touch. Provide feedback of progress, thank them for their support. Be specific on a personal level. It is too late when you want to ask for money again. Call them and invite them to your program before you need support.*

Every business prefers to keep the relation once it is established: it is difficult and takes time and energy to develop trust. It is easier to make a decision on who to support when you already have a relationship, rather than a new group who has just approached you.

-Kieran Hayward, Commonwealth Games Canada

*After you start partnering: show the effects of you programmes. Initiate monitoring and evaluation together. Give them back up for their support. Show them it works.*

- Elena Phiri, Kalusha Foundation

**Collective responsibility to work evidence based**

*In general I am a big advocate of research that proves you are having economic impact with your projects. Prove that it is more effective to invest your money into sport projects. Major funders will search for evidence based proposals, the stronger ones will prove the economic and social case for funding. We need to build this area of research across the sport and development field.*

-Ned Wills, Laureus Sport for Good Foundation

**Tip: Be a great brand yourself**

Travelling on the road to a partnership, you get to know yourself better. You have to know your core ideology, your values: what do you stand for?

Realise that if your organization is a strong personality, attraction from business partners will rise. Remember, a brand is like the personality of an organization, so a tip from the field is: be a great brand yourself! You will find that flirting and getting dates will become much easier and that there will be more interest in you. So that might be a step you want to take before you set of looking for partners in the private sector. It is actually not a step but a long term process, but sometimes you have to develop first before you get engaged in a serious relationship.
Looking ahead

Unleash the potential

More private sector involvement in the field for sport for development is needed. We know there is great potential. Together we must identify how to unleash it. Many NGOs are willing, but are struggling. They don’t know how to proceed. The same goes for business who are in the early stages of developing CSR.

You need to have the capacity, the skills, the people and you need to understand business principles to succeed. Often that’s lacking.
- Stefan A. Howells, SCORE

My closing wish is that when I go to the Magglingen conference in 2008, it won’t be me alone or as part of a few (as a private sector company) talking about this subject anymore, but there will be an active participation, dialogue and an open debate with other great brands, like Adidas, Puma, Facebook, MTV, YouTube and other brands that engage our young people. Because I believe that when we can create a bigger space to learn from each other, we can bypass the current slow evolution of the movement and revolutionise it -- today. I believe for all the young people out there - that would be a really good thing.
Speech Maria E. Bobenieth, Next Step Conference, Namibia 2007

We want to start looking for corporate partnerships. But we don’t have the experience nor the competence needed. I know you need a strategy, you need to be prepared. I know that companies don’t sponsor a project because of a passion or philosophy like donors do. The private sector has other things on their mind: advertising the product, showing that they do something for communities. They need good arguments. You have to know what they want. It would be great if I could get some tips on what I should and shouldn’t do, examples of successful long term partnerships, how to write proposals and reports…a combination of general advice and specific advice when you are planning to go to a specific company. A mentor would be great, a competent person that can judge and consult: the nature of the company is this, so this is what you could do.
-Cyprian Maro, Emima

Education, culture change & match makers

Words alone do not change the world. To bridge the gaps, the collective responsibility of the movement needs to be taken. We need training and workshops for NGOs, temporarily exchange of employees between NGOs and corporations (traineeship), a campaign to spark change (using ‘new-style’ strategy and means!), publication of good practices and developing and testing methods for the needed culture change.

There is also room for match makers. Both corporations and NGOs need help to start partnering. Good Business, streetfootballworld and CARE are examples of the value matchmakers provide.

Whatever is chosen to be done, the sooner the better. Why is it urgent? Because while this movement is getting businesses on board only slowly, other movements might be moving fast.
We believe that sport is in many cases an effective tool for development; that’s the reason why we are in this movement after all. Using an effective tool results in a better world. That’s our shared goal. So let’s prepare and engage the private sector!

If I look at the future, I think there needs to be an education of the NGO sector; the private sector shouldn’t be seen as another pool of donors. They want to work differently and have the capacity to do so, therefore NGOs need to recognize this and plan accordingly.
-Wayne Lifshitz, CARE
Appendix I: Factsheet ‘Why Partner?’

Focus your resources on what you do best and partner for the rest

- Real partnering = co-creating, best understood using the metaphor of a relationship.
- There is potentially a lot of added value for both businesses as NGOs in the field of sport for development.
- Unfortunately, the enormous potential remains largely unused.
- A culture change is needed, central beliefs need to be changed.
- A win – win mindset is essential: by sharing we gain more.

Definition and benefits according to The Partnering Initiative

What is ‘partnership’?

While the term ‘partnership’ can be used to describe many types of relationship, The Partnering Initiative uses it specifically to describe a formal working relationship between organizations from different sectors of society (business, government and civil society):

“...Partnership is a cross-sector collaboration in which organizations work together in a transparent, equitable and mutually beneficial way. The partners agree to commit resources, share the risks as well as the benefits to work together towards a shared goal.”

Potential benefits of partnerships

Benefits to partners from successful partnerships for can include:

- Access (to knowledge): Mitigating risk and reducing potential conflict by greater understanding of the operational context
- Innovation: Developing new ways of addressing old issues and complex challenges as well as maximising new opportunities
- Effectiveness: Creating more appropriate products and services
- Efficiency: Achieving reduced (or shared) costs and better delivery systems
- Access (to people): Drawing on a wider ‘pool’ of specialists, technical expertise, experience, skills and networks
- Human resource development: Enhanced professional skills and competencies in the workforce
- Reputation and credibility: Well-earned / improved organizational reputation and credibility
- Long-term stability: Greater ‘reach’ means more development impact a direct objective of government and civil society, but also critical to the sustainability of business

© The Partnering Initiative, a global programme of International Business Leaders Forum in association with The University of Cambridge Programme for Industry.

Read more on: http://thepartneringinitiative.org
Key features of partnerships

• The voluntary nature of partnerships. Explicit commitment or agreement on the part of the participants.
• Common interest.
• The mutual dependency that arises from sharing risks, responsibilities, resources, competencies and benefits.
• Synergy – the concept of value added or the total being greater than the sum of its individual parts.
• Working together – in the most strategic partnerships, the partners work together at all levels and stages, from the design and governance of the initiative to implementation and evaluation.
• Complementary support.
• Shared competencies and resources – partnerships are a mechanism to leverage different types of resources and competencies, including, but not only, money.
• Good communication.
• Respect and trust.

© Vadim Kotelnikov, www.1000ventures.com

Shared goals through sport

The research conducted by IBLF identified the following shared goals of the private sector and sport NGOs:

• Contributing to peaceful, well-governed and secure societies, and stable operating environments.
• Encouraging healthy, active populations and reducing rates of disease.
• Strengthening local communities.
• Sharing values that underpin economically and socially successful societies.
• Empowering marginalised groups and reducing inequality.

© International Business Leaders Forum 2008, 'Shared Goals Through Sport'
## Appendix 2: Experts and practitioners interviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Felicite Rwemarika</td>
<td>Founder and executive director</td>
<td>AKWOF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Lifshitz</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>CARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delyse Sylvester</td>
<td>Marketing Director</td>
<td>Changemakers, Ashoka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kieran Hayward</td>
<td>Africa Senior Regional Officer</td>
<td>Commonwealth Games Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprian Maro</td>
<td>Executive director</td>
<td>Emima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federico Addiechi</td>
<td>Director Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
<td>FIFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mel Young</td>
<td>President</td>
<td>Homeless World Cup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Phelan</td>
<td>Communications manager</td>
<td>International Business Leaders Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena Phiri</td>
<td>Program manager</td>
<td>Kalusha Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor Dudley</td>
<td>Founder and executive director</td>
<td>Kampala Kids League, The Kids League Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan van Geijn</td>
<td>Manager International Projects</td>
<td>KNVB Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ned Wills</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Laureus Sport for Good Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Moses</td>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Laureus World Sports Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loic Comolli</td>
<td>Enterprise Development Director</td>
<td>NESsT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria E. Bobenrieth</td>
<td>Director Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
<td>Nike CRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinrich Booi</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Polytechniek Windhoek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johann Olav Koss</td>
<td>Founder and executive director</td>
<td>Right to Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan A. Howells</td>
<td>Founder and executive director</td>
<td>SCORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrid Aafjes</td>
<td>Founder and executive director</td>
<td>Women Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vladimir Borkovic</td>
<td>Network &amp; research director</td>
<td>streetfootballworld</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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